
Course Description

Who the course is for

Course Features

The nature of Business English
Skills a trainer should possess
Needs analysis
Planning your Business English course
Your teaching approach
Recommended ways of facilitating interaction
Role-play and simulation games
Planning your teaching
Planning your lessons
The first day of your course
Cross-cultural awareness in business
Teaching business vocabulary
The use of authentic business materials
Use of metaphor and idiomatic language
Using English on the telephone
The language of meetings
Giving business presentations
Report writing
Writing formal letters

If you want to teach Business English, we
provide an ideal training course.

However, this is not an initial TESOL
qualification, and anyone taking this course
should already hold a TEFL/TESOL certificate
or diploma.

Specialisation Course

Teaching Business English

Material you can photocopy for class use
Methods of assessing your trainees’
language skills
How to plan a Business English course
How to plan Business English lesson
Practical teaching skills
Sample authentic materials
Information on cross-cultural awareness
In-course activities
Assignments for submission and grading by
your tutor
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Course Content



Assignments

Assignments follow each course module. They
have to be sent to your course tutor. The normal
method of delivery is via e-mail. Feedback can be
expected within 8 days from receipt of the
assignment. It can also arrive in a much shorter
time.

Our trainers will provide feedback on areas that
may not have been understood. If the section was
completed and the task reflects understanding,
then no feedback will be given.
Our tutors provide full support for all students. If
an assignment does not meet the expected
standard, the tutor will return it with comments on
its improvement.
The student may then submit it a second time. It
is rare that students have to resubmit it more than
once.

Eighteen Assignments consist of a
range of different tasks and include
the following:

Working with a needs analysis
Planning what language skills to focus on in a
course
Developing materials and courses
Adapting articles from a business journal
Integrating guest speakers
Assessing Business English learners

Assignments Criteria
The grading system has a primary classification of A, B, C … which has the following meaning:

Assignments Criteria

The Assignments 1-11 must meet the standards
of academic expression, referencing an

originality.
The final test is composed of multiple choice and

questions for which you have to supply an
answer

Description
These are products upon which the student’s

performance will be measured. The grading will
be weighted at 80% for the eighteen

assignments and 20% for the final test and
exchanges with the tutor.

Significance

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

• Shows adequate
research to cover

the minimal
requirement

• Expression is
acceptable

• Footnoting and
bibliography are

present if not
complete

• Shows academic
competence at
minimal levels

• Content of
research is above

the basics
• Expression is fairly

good
• Most footnoting
and bibliography

better than
acceptable

• Above minimal
academic standards

• Clearly above
average research

demonstrated
• Quality of written

expression is
uniformly good

• Footnoting and
bibliography is

complete
• Shows progress

in academic
knowledge and

skills

• The quality & the
quantity of research is
well above the norm.
• Written expression

is concise, cohesive &
comprehensible

• Extra research is
indicated in footnoting

& bibliography
• Academic

knowledge & skills
are clearly at higher

level

• Exceptional
quality of research
& understanding of

content
• Written

expression is
superior

• Research goes
beyond what

would be expected
at this level

• Academic skills &
knowledge are

exceptional



Inadequate research shown
Poor understanding of the topics being
explored
Poor written expression in terms of
sentence, paragraphing and overall
written organization
Lack of understanding the purpose of
research
Little evidence that the student is
learning or open to the learning
experience

Deficiencies
Extensive research demonstrated
Clear understanding of the topics in
question
Comprehensive and comprehensible
expression in transparent language
Fluency with the norms of referencing
Obvious development of academic skills

Strengths

Grading Scale

Grade Value Comment

A 100-95% Excellent

B+ 94-90% Very Good

B 89-83% Good

C+ 82-78% Above Ave.

C 77-70% Average

F 0 Fail


